Premier Skills FC Challenge #5

It’s time to give Premier Skills FC an identity!

This week’s challenge is to create the Premier Skills FC club badge.

Step 1. Choose a shape

Cut out and colour one of the shapes on this worksheet or design your own.
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It’s time to give Premier Skills FC an identity!

This week’s challenge is to create the Premier Skills FC club badge.

Step 2. Choose a symbol

Cut out and colour one of the shapes on this worksheet or design your own. Think about what the symbol represents.
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It’s time to give Premier Skills FC an identity!

This week’s challenge is to create the Premier Skills FC club badge.

**Step 3.** Choose a banner and motto

Cut out and colour one of the shapes on this worksheet or design your own.

What is your club motto? Try to think of something that will inspire the team!
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# PremierSkills
# WeAreOneTeam
# CultureConnectsUs